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Abstract. A significant part of the data produced every day by on-
line services is structured as a graph. Therefore, there is the need for
efficient processing and analysis solutions for large scale graphs. Among
the others, the balanced graph partitioning is a well known NP-complete
problem with a wide range of applications. Several solutions have been
proposed so far, however most of the existing state-of-the-art algorithms
are not directly applicable in very large-scale distributed scenarios. A
recently proposed promising alternative exploits a vertex-center heuris-
tics to solve the balance graph partitioning problem. Their algorithm is
massively parallel: there is no central coordination, and each node is pro-
cessed independently. Unfortunately, we found such algorithm to be not
directly exploitable in current BSP-like distributed programming frame-
works. In this paper we present the adaptations we applied to the original
algorithm while implementing it on Spark, a state-of-the-art distributed
framework for data processing.

Keywords: graph partitioning, distributed algorithm, approximated al-
gorithm.

1 Introduction

In the recent years we experienced an exponential growth and availability of
structured and unstructured data. Every day, large amounts of data is pro-
duced by on-line services like social networking, social media, fora, newsletters,
mailing-lists, etc. Normally, this data needs deep analysis, in order to exploit
its intrinsic value. However, due to the data size, efficient analysis cannot be
performed with the computational capabilities of a single machine. Instead, it is
a common practice to rely on efficient approaches and scalable solutions able to
conduct these computations by orchestrating the work of a vast, distributed, set
of computational resources.

A significant part of the aforementioned data is modelled as a graph (some-
times as an hyper-graph), in which vertices represent entities and (hyper-) edges
represent the relationship between them. Usually, computation on graph relies
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heavily on locality, in the sense that the computation for a vertex is done consid-
ering its neighbours in the graph. Hence, when going distributed an important
issue is data partitioning: extremely large scale graphs must be distributed to
hosts in such a way that, for each vertex, most of the adjacent edges are stored
on the same host [11].

The identification of good partitions is a well-known and well-studied problem
in graph theory [6]. The aim of graph partitioning, sometimes referred to as the
solution of the min-cut problem, is to divide a graph into a defined amount of
components, such that to minimize the number of edges connecting the compo-
nents. A variant of the min-cut problem is the balanced (or uniform) graph par-
titioning problem. In this case it is also important that the components present
a balanced amount of nodes.

A balanced graph partitioning has many relevant applications, including bio-
logical networks, parallel programming, and on-line social network analysis and
it can be used to minimise communication cost and to balance workload. As sug-
gested by this considerable amount of potential applications the problem is not
new and there are many proposed solutions. In the last years, a large amount
of algorithms have been conceived, implemented and optimised for achieving
good graph partitioning [1], [10], [9], [14], [15], [19]. Some of these solutions are
parallel, and most of them implicitly assume to have a not expensive, random
access to the entire graph. In contrast to this vision, current large scale graphs
are composed by billions of nodes and hundreds of billions of edges, e.g., user
relationships and interaction graphs from online social networking services such
as Facebook or Twitter. Clearly, these graphs do not fit into the main memory
of a single computer but are distributed, with only a small fraction of the nodes
hosted on a single computer.

Despite the interest on the problem, only recently distributed approaches for
efficient balanced partitioning have been proposed. Among the others, JA-BE-
JA [17] is a recent promising approach that employs a fully distributed, vertex-
center heuristics. In JA-BE-JA each node of the graph is a virtual processing
unit, having only the information about its neighbourhood. The nodes also ac-
quire knowledge about a small subset of random nodes in the graph by using
purely local interactions. Initially, every node selects a random partition, and
over time nodes swap their partitions with each other in a way that increases
the number of neighbours in the same partition as themselves.

JA-BE-JA aims at dealing with extremely large distributed graphs. To this
end the algorithm exploits its locality, simplicity and lack of synchronisation
requirements. JA-BE-JA was evaluated using different datasets. Some of them
were synthetically generated graphs that are well-known in the graph partition-
ing community. They are part of a publicly downloadable archive made available
by Chris Walshaw [21]. The authors of JA-BE-JA also tested their approach
with real datasets, a set of sampled graphs extracted by Facebook [20] and Twit-
ter [2]. For comparison they used METIS [8], showing that their distributed solu-
tion can in some cases outperform the results achieved by METIS. Most of their
experiments have been conducted by implementing the JA-BE-JA algorithm
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on the PeerSim [16] simulator. Further, the authors of JA-BE-JA claims that
due to its flexibility, it can be adapted easily to the currently available graph
processing frameworks such as Pregel [12], GraphLab [11] or Spark [24] by means
of the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) abstraction.

Starting from JA-BE-JA (detailed in Section 2), our main contribution is the
implementation and analysis of JA-BE-JA in Apache Spark. Before porting
JA-BE-JA to Spark, we implemented a BSP-like version of JA-BE-JA over
PeerSim. Our version adds a BSP barrier on the PeerSim communications, so
to simulate the execution on a Spark-like environment. From the analysis of the
BSP-PeerSim we noticed a sensible reduction of the performance with respect
to the original formulation and that gave us an idea of the performance we
could expect on Spark. When porting on Spark, we implemented our own BSP
abstraction, as the current available technologies (e.g. Bagel and GraphX) have
been not suitable to accommodate easily the execution of JA-BE-JA. The whole
description of the porting work is detailed in Section 3.1.

Further, to reduce random access to the nodes of the graph when applying the
heuristics of JA-BE-JA, we relaxed the consistency constraint on the knowledge
of the nodes about their neighborhood (Section 3.2). Finally, we validate our
solution by extensive experiments and we found that the relaxed version of JA-
BE-JA retains the same performance in terms of the quality of the min-cut, but
it reduces considerably the amount of memory used (Section 4).

2 JA-BE-JA and the Balanced Min-Cut Problem

The balanced k-way graph partitioning is a well-know problem in graph theory
and often it is referred as the k-way min-cut problem. Here, we give a formal
formulation of this problem, derived from the one defined by the JA-BE-JA
authors.

Consider an undirected graph G = (V,E), with V representing the set of
vertices and E the set of edges. A k-way partitioning divides the set V into k
subsets. The fewer edges cross the boundaries of each subgraph (or component),
the higher is the quality of the achieved partitioning. The balanced version of
the problem consists in having the components of approximately the same size.

A formal description of k-way partitioning can be given with the help of a
partition function π : V → {1, . . . , k} that assigns a color to each vertex of
the graph. Thus, πp indicates the color of node p. The vertices of the same color
belongs to the same partition. Let Np indicate the neighbourhood of vertex p
and Np(c) the set of neighbours of p having color c. The number of neighbours
of node p is denoted by dp, and dp(c) = |Np(c)| is the number of neighbours of
p with color c.

Now consider the energy of the system as the number of existing edges con-
necting nodes with different colours. Accordingly, the energy of a node is the
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number of its neighbours with a different color, and the energy of the graph is
the sum of the energy of the nodes.

E (G, π) =
1

2

∑

p∈V

(dp − dp(πp)) (1)

where the sum is divided by two to avoid to sum each edge twice. Given this
formal description, the balanced optimisation problem can be expressed as the
problem of finding the optimal partitioning π∗.

π∗ = argminE(G, π) (2)

s.t. |V (c1)| = |V (c2)| ∀c1, c2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} (3)

where V (c) is the set of nodes with color c.

2.1 JA-BE-JA

JA-BE-JA is a distributed algorithm for resolving the balanced k-way problem.
Given a ”colored” graph as defined above, the idea behind JA-BE-JA is to
apply a local heuristic to drive the system into a lower energy state.

The local heuristics is executed by all the nodes in parallel. Each node at-
tempts to swap the color to the most dominant color among its neighbors, by:
(i) selecting another node from either its neighbors or from a random sample, and
(ii) considering the utility of the color swapping. If the color swapping decreases
the energy, then the two nodes swap their colors; otherwise, they keep their
colors. To avoid remaining in a local optimum solution, JA-BE-JA employs a
simulated annealing technique.

Since node just exchange colors, the distribution of colors (i.e. the number
of partition) is maintained during the whole process. Therefore, if the color at
the start is assigned uniform, the final result it is expected to have balanced
partitions.

3 Our Distributed Implementation

In this section we present our distributed implementation and the adaptations
that have been required in order to efficiently exploit JA-BE-JA into a BSP-like
environment.

JA-BE-JA is designed to fit two models: one host-one node and one host-
multiple nodes (respectively also called “one-to-one” and “one-to-many”). The
“one-to-one” node case represents a fully distributed P2P computation, the “one-
to-many” model, instead, exploits a shared-memory support to short-cut the
communications performed between the vertices located on the same machine.
This latter solution is not Pregel-like because introduces the concept of sub-
supersteps (involving intra-superstep communications) and different user-defined
functions are executed for each vertex, depending on the exploitation of the
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shared-memory. If on the one hand this approach may speed-up the computation,
on the other hand it does not fit most of the current Pregel-like frameworks.
Therefore our focus is on the “one-to-one” model.

According to the original authors, JA-BE-JA can be ported in Pregel-like
environment if those assumptions hold:

– the nodes of the graph are processed periodically and asynchronously;
– each node only has access to the state of its immediate neighbours and a

small set of random nodes in the graph: no shared memory is required;
– nodes could be placed either on an independent host each, or processed in

separate threads in a distributed framework;
– nodes communicate only through messages over edges of the graph;

To evaluate the suitability of JA-BE-JA in a Pregel-like environment, we
first implemented it (starting from the original code of the authors) in a modified
version of PeerSim that emulates the synchronisation barrier of the BSP (we refer
to it as bsp-simulation). To comply with the assumptions above the algorithm
has been modified in the following aspects:

– access-to-neighbours; An assumption at the basis of JA-BE-JA is the
availability to access the neighbours and a small random sample of the
graph. However, the local search operator requires also the knowledge about
the neighbourhood of the neighbours. To overcome this limitation our BSP-
friendly version of JA-BE-JA implements an additional message to retrieve
the neighbourhood of any node. Although this gives us the ability to operate
according to the assumptions, it slows down the performance. In terms of
number of supersteps, as periodically one superstep is used to obtain infor-
mation from the neighbours, and in term of number of messages as 2 · |E|
messages are injected in the system at each superstep;

– threads; The active and passive threads of JA-BE-JA have been collapsed
in a single workflow. This let us to adhere to the BSP specification, where
computations are kind of monolithic sequences between two supersteps.

As a consequence of this adaptation the performances of the graph parti-
tioning decreased significantly, showing that JA-BE-JA can not be realised by
adopting the BSP abstraction without a payback. To validate our findings we
also implemented JA-BE-JA in Apache Spark (referred to as bsp-spark). These
two points are discussed in more details in the next section.

3.1 Spark, Bagel, GraphX and Our BSP Abstraction

Apache Spark is an efficient and scalable data processor. In the last years many
heterogeneous enterprises have chosen Spark [13, 22] because of the different op-
erations available to be performed over data. Machine learning, Data Mining and
Computational Science are just a bunch of viable areas where Spark is employed
in. Also graph processing is aimed. Spark is bundled with Bagel and GraphX.
Bagel is a plain Spark implementation of the Pregel-like APIs. GraphX is a
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young custom framework that aims to efficient graph processing, by exploiting
its statical topology.

The Resilient Distributed Dataset [23] abstraction is the key concept underly-
ing the Spark computations. A RDD is an immutable data structure distributed
over several different machines. The distributed computation is achieved by
the derivation of a RDD directly from a previous one or from stable storage.
The chain of transformations, is called lineage. Fault-tolerance is faced by re-
computing the lineages starting from the stable storage or a checkpoint if present.

In spite of the existing out of the box abstractions provided by Spark, we
develop our own custom implementation of the BSP abstraction over Spark. In
fact, both Bagel and GraphX were inadequate to satisfy the requirements as
a P2P-like algorithm such as JA-BE-JA. More precisely JA-BE-JA relies on
the access of a random sample of the graph for each node, whereas a GraphX’s
computation involves only neighbours i.e. no random sample is available. Beside,
Bagel performs the computation without exposing to the developers the hooks
required to calculate the total energy i.e. the edge-cut computation requires to
be performed before or after a BSP-superstep in order to be stable. Our BSP-like
implementation suspends the computation accordingly in order to perform the
execution of the hooks.

Our BSP-like implementation also addressed several technical issues that have
arisen when implementing iterative algorithms in Spark. In fact, in our case the
computation is massively iterative, thus the RDD’s lineage could eventually be
so long to deplete the stack space reserved by the Java Virtual Machine. To
address this issue we forced a periodic check-pointing of the RDDs on disk, to
prevent the accumulation of long lineage chains. This solutions increased the
amount of disk swapping and the total time of computation, but accomplished
in avoiding stack overflows even for large graphs. RDD transformations could
also throw “Out-of-Memory” exceptions if intermediate data (e.g. data referring
to previous supersteps) were not dropped along the super-steps. Bagel does not
take into account this aspect, therefore to limit this problem, we careful de-
allocated any intermediate data accordingly.

3.2 A Faster Implementation

To further improve our JA-BE-JA implementation, we focused on the optimiza-
tion of the completion time. We notice that most part of the computation time
was taken by the mechanism introduced to resolve the access-to-neighbour issue
explained above. This mechanism forced us to reserve some supersteps for ac-
quiring the information about the neighbourhood of neighbours, increasing the
computation time significantly.

To avoid this problem, we implemented a mechanism in which nodes piggy-
back theirs neighbourhood information in the original messages. This mechanism
guarantee a certain degree of consistency, but still cause the the nodes to run
the local heuristic on possibly stale data.

In other words, we relaxed the assumption of the original JA-BE-JA on
the consistency of the nodes knowledge about their neighbours. Although this
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introduced a certain degree of approximations, we greatly reduced the processing
time. Section 4 supports these claims with experimental evidence.

4 Experimental Results

To evaluate the performances of our proposed solution we compared the different
implementation of JA-BE-JA described in the paper:

– original-simulation: the original implementation provided by the authors
of the JA-BE-JA paper;

– bsp-simulation: our implementation over PeerSim that emulates the BSP
abstraction;

– bsp-spark: our implementation over Spark, which includes also our own
BSP abstraction implementation. This implementation has also an approxi-
mated version.

The analysis of the performances relied on a set of metrics to estimate the
viability of our customised version of the JA-BE-JA algorithm with the current
BSP-based distributed programming frameworks. The selected metrics are:

– edge-cut, the number of edges that cross the boundaries of each subgraph.
It corresponds to the energy definition given by Formula 1 in Section 2.
These metrics gives an estimation about the quality of the cut, with lower
value corresponding to a better cut.

– convergence, the number of cycles or supersteps required to achieve a sub-
stantially definitive edge-cut result. The performances are inherently depen-
dent by the actual iterations needed;

– speed-up, a simple comparative value between two or more solutions that
investigates the relative performances, i.e. speedup = p1

p2
where p1, p2 are

two execution times of different solutions.

All the experiments have been conducted by using as input three datasets
freely available online. Two datasets were taken from the Walshaw archives1

(4elt and vibrobox) and one of the Facebook social network2.

4.1 Bsp-Simulation vs Original-Simulation

The first set of experiments estimates the impact derived from implementing
JA-BE-JA in a BSP-like environment. Every experiment has been conducted
varying the number of partitions (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64) and manually terminated
after 1000 supersteps.

Figure 1 depicts the edge-cut value obtained by original-simulation and the
bsp-simulation version. The results shown are computed averaging the results of
10 runs. As it can be noticed the original-simulation provides better values than
the bsp-simulation, according to the edge-cut metric.

1 http://staffweb.cms.gre.ac.uk/~wc06/partition/
2 http://socialnetworks.mpi-sws.org/

http://staffweb.cms.gre.ac.uk/~wc06/partition/
http://socialnetworks.mpi-sws.org/
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Fig. 1. original-simulation vs. bsp-simulation edge-cut as function of partitions number
(1000 supersteps)

4.2 Bsp-Peersim vs bsp-Spark

This experiment has been conducted varying the number of partitions (2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64) and manually terminated after 1000 supersteps.
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Fig. 2. Bsp-simulation vs. bsp-spark edge-cut as function of partitions number (1000
supersteps)

Figure 2 depicts the edge-cut value obtained by the bsp-spark and
bsp-simulation. The results shown are computed averaging the results of 10
runs. In this case the edge-cut values achieved by bsp-simulation and bsp-spark
are very close, indicating that bsp-simulation is able to provide a good approx-
imation of the computations performed against a real Pregel-like distributed
framework.

4.3 Comparison of Original-Simulation, bsp-Simulation and
bsp-Spark

We conducted this set of experiments to evaluate the values of edge-cut ob-
tained by the original-simulation, bsp-simulation, and bsp-spark versions of JA-
BE-JA. The evaluation focuses on the amount of cycles/supersteps required
by the different versions of the algorithm to converge towards a stable value
in terms of edge-cut. The experiment is manually terminated after 1000 super-
steps. The results shown are computed averaging the results of 10 runs. It can
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be observed that both the bsp-spark and bsp-simulation versions provide similar
values, whereas the original-simulation offers results that are significantly better.
As a consequence it can be stated that the original-simulation either underesti-
mates the edge-cut value that can obtained by a distributed implementation or
underestimates the amount of supersteps required to achieve such a value.
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Fig. 3. Edge-cut of original-simulation, bsp-simulation, and bsp-spark over 1000 su-
persteps

4.4 Evaluation of the Approximation

This experiment measured the speed-up that we achieve by introducing a degree
of approximation on the information that each vertex owns about its neighbours.
Every experiment has been conducted varying the number of partitions (2, 8,
32) and averaging the results achieved by 10 distinct runs. It is easy to notice
that the speed-up decreases when the number of partitions increases. Intuitively,
this is due to the increased amount of “colours” that each vertex can assume.
Greater is the set of possible colours, higher is the probability to have a wrong
information about the colour of a vertex.
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Fig. 4. SpeedUp of the approximated bsp-spark version compared to bsp-spark as
function of the partition number

5 Discussion and Related Work

Over the years several graph clustering algorithms [8] have been proposed in
the research area of parallel processing. However, almost all these algorithms
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require to have random access to the entire graph. This makes such solutions
poor suitable for the analysis of very large graphs that cannot fit into the memory
of a single machine.

On the other way, algorithms suitable for the analysis of such large graphs
require only a partial knowledge on the graph. Apart from JA-BE-JA which has
been extensively described in Section 2, other proposals in this area are DiDiC [3]
and CDN [18]. DiDiC proposes a heuristics clustering algorithm based on the
concept of disturbed diffusion to identify dense graph regions. The algorithm is
the core of a distributed load balancing algorithm developed for a P2P-based
virtual supercomputer which is programmed according to the BSP programming
model. Similarly to our approach, the fundamental requirements of DiDiC are
that i) nodes need to communicate only with their direct neighbours and ii) the
computation starts from an arbitrary initial configuration. However, DiDiC is
based on a diffusion process that does not return a balanced k-way partition
of the graph. CDN, instead, exploits a different diffusion-flow process for graph
clustering.

An alternative approach is based on a randomised computation of min-cut.
Several proposals extends the randomised global min-cut algorithm edge con-
traction algorithm proposed by Karger [7]. The basic idea of Karger’s algorithm
is to pick uniformly at random an edge of the graph and merge its endpoints
into a single “supernode”. If you pick a random edge, likely it comes from parts
of the graph that contain more edges in the first place, and this is the heuristics
the algorithm is based on. The procedure is repeated until the graph includes a
single pair of “supernodes” and the final graph is exploited to return the guessed
min-cut. The definition of a distributed algorithm based on Karger’s approach
is not straightforward. A recent proposal from Ghaffari et al. [4] defines a new
technique, the random layering technique, to support the distributed randomised
min-cut. The algorithm is defined according to a synchronous message passing
model where in each time unit, a given amount of bits can be sent over every
link (in each direction).

Finally, Montresor et al. [5] proposes a different approach to clustering which
is edge-centric rather than vertex-centric. The basic observation is that divid-
ing the vertex set of a graph into equal sized partitions can still lead to an
unbalanced subdivision because having the same amount of vertices does not
imply that the corresponding sub-graph have the same size, given the unknown
distribution of their edge degrees. For this reason, an edge-based partitioning
solution is proposed, in which edges, rather than vertices, are partitioned into
disjoint subsets and a vertex may belong to more than one partition. Even if
this solution presents several advantages, it cannot benefit from current graph
processing frameworks which are intrinsically vertex-centred.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented an adaptation to the JA-BE-JA algorithm to make it
suitable to be efficiently computed by a BSP-like distributed computing frame-
work. We firstly implemented JA-BE-JA over a modified version of PeerSim,
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which forces the simulator to comply with the BSP model. Then, we implement
a second version of it in Apache Spark. To this end we first developed a BSP-like
abstraction on top of it. The development of this layer was required because the
existing BSP abstractions resulted inadequate to match our requirements. On
top of this BSP-like abstraction we implemented a Spark version of our BSP-
friendly version of JA-BE-JA. This version supports two different consistency
models for data. The simpler version corresponds to a stricter consistency model
which requires each vertex to have an up-to-date knowledge about its neighbour-
hood. The other consistency model accepts a certain degree of approximation
on the information about neighbours.

Our findings show that the experiments conducted on the BSP version of Peer-
Sim are much more similar to the ones effectively achievable using a distributed
framework like Spark. The experiments also show that the Spark version adopt-
ing the relaxed consistency model runs significantly faster than the former one,
still providing good performances in terms of edge-cut.

Acknowledgement. We greatly thank the authors of the JA-BE-JA original
paper for providing the source code of their implementation, and Marco Diste-
fano for the support in setting the machines for the tests.
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